The National Finance Center presents Insight – a new business intelligence solution that provides integrated data and flexible analytics to drive strategic business decisions.

Insight is a comprehensive, enterprise-wide reporting data warehouse with advanced reporting and business intelligence capabilities. Insight is accurate, reliable, and agile – providing customers with an integrated system of data, easy-to-use dashboards, and analytics. This advanced reporting solution enables customers to make data-driven strategic decisions.

**Enhanced Reporting Capabilities**

Insight is a cutting-edge solution that addresses the full range of user needs, from operational reporting to executive dashboards and predictive analytics:

- **Operational Reporting** – Detailed employment reports, transactional processing reports, and case management reporting capabilities
- **Management Dashboards and Metrics** – Management summary reports, drill-down analysis, trend analysis, and variance analysis
- **Scorecards, Executive Dashboards, and Analytics** – Summary-level dashboards, key performance indicators, scorecards, and predictive analytics

**Insight Home Page**

Reports and dashboards are easily managed from the home page, providing users with quick access to recent and popular items. Creating new reports and dashboards is just a click away on the home page.

**Ad Hoc Reporting**

Users can create Agency-specific reports with the available data elements. Insight provides flexibility with your data – combining data elements, creating new reports, filtering data, and displaying results in multiple formats such as graphs, maps, and trending visuals.

**Common Reports**

Insight includes a number of pre-built reports based on the common Government reporting needs of customer organizations. Common reports and dashboards can be customized by moving, sorting, or excluding columns and easily exported in several useful formats.

**Summary Level Dashboards**

Dashboards combine several reports into one summary view to provide unique insights into a business question. Insight includes several pre-built dashboards for Government-wide reporting needs, but users also have the ability to create Agency-specific dashboards with any available reports.
Insight Features
Insight provides a consolidated data warehouse with advanced business intelligence and reporting capabilities that support a wide range of business needs.

The benefits of Insight’s key features include:

• Intuitive dashboards with drill-down analysis capabilities
• Standard common reports and the ability to create Agency-specific reports
• Multiple export options to transfer reports into workable files
• Secure access based on user
• End-to-end reporting in a single, integrated system
• Easy-to-use interface with intuitive drag-and-drop functionality
• Ad hoc reports and dashboards that can be tailored for Agency-specific reporting
• Access to Government-wide standard reports and dashboards for compliance, operational, managerial, and executive reporting

Supported Browsers
Insight is a Web-based application that can be accessed by logging in through a Web browser. As a USDA/NFC application, Insight supports using:

✓ Internet Explorer 9 and above
✓ Chrome
✓ Safari
✓ Firefox

Security
Security is paramount to NFC. Various processes are used to protect the integrity of the data and the identity of the users, and eliminate the risk of outside penetration.

Requests for Access
To access Insight, you must have authorized security clearance. Users must request access through their Agency’s security officer.

Online Resources
Procedure manuals and associated material are available on the NFC Home Page (https://www.nfc.usda.gov). Select HR and Payroll Clients from the MyNFC drop-down menu. At the HR and Payroll Client page, select the Publications tab. Select Reporting (REPT) and search for Insight.
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